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Abstract— In present day scenario, the Cloud has become an inevitable need for majority of IT operational organizations. In the last few decades, the best platform to develop data-insensitive applications, the World Wide Web was most preferred as it posses the communication characteristics as more efficient and open in nature. The predominant techniques for data insensitive applications are various search engines, online retail operations, social media, web mails etc. These all data-insensitive applications are based on data mining and related indexing approach that require the spread out of data sizing from few gigabyte to multiple Petabytes. In order to gain a higher productivity and efficient data utilization, the analysis of Big Data is must. Apache Hadoop is one of the most emerging technologies being considered for QoS oriented data retrieval and cloud optimization.
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I. INTRODUCTION (Heading 1)

The cloud computing is in general stated as an internet based computing/service where all the comprising functions such as data storage, servers and applications are facilitate to certain organizations using internet connectivity. Thus, comparing this technique with conventional approach of “Owe and Use” concept, the implementation of cloud technology might be a potential infrastructure that would eliminate the issue of purchasing and maintaining servers applications or infrastructure. The cloud infrastructure facilitates the allied users to access and employ the resources as per their requirement in real time applications. Thus, it can be stated here that this cloud computing system facilitates users to have a very expedient and of course on-demand resource access for the resources.

The emerging applications cause them to become more data-insensitive in behavior. In the last few decades, the best platform to develop data-insensitive applications, the World Wide Web was most preferred as it posses the communication characteristics as more efficient and open in nature[5]. The predominant techniques for data insensitive applications are various search engines, online retail operations, social media, web mails etc. These all data-insensitive applications are based on data mining and related indexing approach that require the spread out of data sizing from few gigabyte to multiple Petabytes. Considering an example of Google search engine, even if with MapReduce implementation in parallel processing, it has to process approximate 20 Petabytes of data every day. Certain survey states that in 2010, there were 1.2 Zeta bytes of data present as digital data and in the same way in 2011 there were 300 Quadrillion of file present as unstructured data [8]. Thus, considering such huge data collection and its efficient retrieval, a concept called Big Data came into existence.

The concept of present trends of Big Data is different from the traditional Business Intelligence approach. In present time, there are gigantic data collections in cloud which are required to be accessed in certain optimum way. A number of approaches have been developed for QoS oriented data placements and its quality utilization. And a number of issues are there which are required to be taken into consideration for optimizing the Big Data systems architecture. Few of the predominant issues are modeling of true risks factors, recommendation engines, threat analysis, Ad targeting, churn analysis of customers, trade surveillance, etc. In order to gain a higher productivity and efficient data utilization, the analysis of Big Data is must. Apache Hadoop is one of the most emerging technologies being considered for QoS oriented data retrieval and cloud optimization.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

In present day scenario, there has been a great demand of optimum data access and resource utilization with minimum latency and system complexity and for these all, there must be a fare management optimization in processing units of Hadoop. Considering the organizational details of Hadoop systems, there are two predominant parts of Hadoop. The first component presents Hadoop Distributed File systems (HDFS) and second components states for Map Reducing framework.

A. Hadoop Distributed File Systems (HDFS)

HDFS has been developed while keeping in mind of the function of Google File System (GFS). In the present day scenario, the HDFS system classifies whole files into certain defined block sets which are further replicated into numerous other nodes with no specific monitoring whether the blocks are being divided evenly. Whenever there is the initialization of certain Job the processor allied with individual node functions with its allied local disk. The specificity of Hadoop is that this system can perform efficiently with the structured as well as unstructured data.
In HDFS system, the overall data is at first organized into certain files and directories, where the files are divided into certain data blocks that are further distributed across cluster nodes. In order to handle the block there is always replication and for assuring the data security the checksum is taken into consideration. In Hadoop the system performance or the allied clusters can be effectively optimized because these multiple nodes do function concurrently so as to deliver higher throughput. This is the matter of fact that the Hadoop system is becoming a potential system for robust computing platform in data-insensitive applications, then while the rising up issues allied with performance due to the lack of high disk and network input-output resources and high paced increase in input output processing its efficiency is getting confined.

It can also be stated that in case of cluster environment for data-insensitive applications the disk and network input output related process causes higher bottlenecks in performance as compared to other factors like memory or CPU processing.

B. MapReduce Systems

The second and the most significant part of Hadoop is the MapReduce system that introduces itself as a framework that can effectively simplify the overall complexity of running parallel data process across the network of computing nodes. The system of MapReduce facilitates the programmer for distributing programs across the nodes in the cluster. In Hadoop system, MapReduce is a programming architecture and allied combined implementation of system for processing huge data sets and this scheme has been specially developed with the goal to process with unstructured data and thus it functions in such a way that it parallelizes and executes the huge data sets or jobs over a computing cluster. This system is sufficient for processing 100s of terabytes of data over 1000s of distributed nodes in certain defined clusters. This system handles chaotic information like dealing with failure, development of applications, duplications of task or jobs, result’s aggregation, and thus this approach assists the developer or programmers to emphasize on the functional logic of applications. The framework MapReduce has been popularized by open-source Hadoop model because of its efficiency in exploiting huge data sets and in majority of the large scale Big Data applications, it has been evaluated for fulfilling growing business goals, and thus scheduling approaches for quality resource utilization and performance optimization is being advocated a lot to enhance its applications for Big Data era.

The uniqueness of MapReduce framework is that this approach takes into consideration of handling of data collections across the multiple nodes and then returns back the single entity results or data sets. On the other hand this is the factor that ascertainment the fault-tolerance which is visible to the developers or programmers. Thus, considering the architectural view of Hadoop application for Big Data scenario, the performance enhancement can be obtained efficiently when focused on MapReduce optimization. The proper load distribution across the clusters and the allied nodes might be a significant step to ensure the Quality of Service (QoS).

III. PERFORMANCE OPTIMISATION

Here in this paper, we have focused on the highly robust factor that could efficiently optimize the system performance and it is MapReduce with certain scheduling approach to optimize QoS. In order to develop or optimize the existing Hadoop system’s MapReduce model, it is better to understand the real operations to be executed in MapReduce model. Herewith the processing of MapReduce Model has been discussed so as to come with an objective, where the possibility of further optimization can be explored.

The individual of the MapReduce application possesses two predominant kinds of operations. The first is Map operation while second one signifies for Reduce operation where the Map as well as Reduce operation takes place in individual application. As the Mapping process is independent of the others so it can be executed in parallel with multiple virtual machines. In the same way the process of Reduce can be exhibited while performing reduction phase. The keys being used for Map process is shared in the Reduction step also. The key based process makes this system highly robust in case of fault-tolerability. These all characteristics make the MapReduce system to operate efficiently as compared to commodity servers. In Map phase the system introduces user-oriented logics to the input data while in reduce phase the intermediate results are processed and it results as the final reduced data in the form of key/value pair presentation. In this overall system the execution of Map process is further categorized into two phase. In first phase the task and then organize the tasks into records which are further processed for further Map process. And then as discussed earlier the Reduce process comes into existence that Reduce the task with the help of key pairs. The optimum space for QoS optimization in cloud environment and in Big Data environment, the Load Distribution could be a potential factor to be explored for enhancements.

Load balancing can be considered as one of the predominant factor allied with cloud computation. Here the load factor could be anything like memory, CPU capacity, delay factors etc. so in order to have an optimum QoS it is always needed to share or distribute the load across numerous nodes so as to enhance the overall resource utilization and performance enhancement. This might ensure the prevention of situation where certain nodes could be overloaded and some would remain idle. The overall objective of the Load balancing approach could be to:

- Optimize the overall system performance,
- Maintaining stability of the system,
- Developing a fault tolerant system model,
- Accommodating future modifications to ensure higher performance,
Considering the above mentioned brief of MapReduce mechanism in Hadoop and the requirement of Load balancing in Hadoop while exhibiting MapReduce process, it can be found that there could be a huge possibility for further system development and optimization in terms of efficient load distribution across the comprising nodes and it can be a significant step to optimize the overall system performance. The scheduling approach might be a significant factor for ensuring the higher quality of service and here in this research domain it would be a potential segment to be explored. Developing a robust scheduling scheme for optimizing overall MapReduce operation while taking into account of dominant factors like capacity, delay/time, resource allocation, even load distributions among all comprising clusters or nodes, would be a noble step to optimize overall Hadoop framework for Big Data applications.

Thus getting motivated this form possibility and scope for further enhancement here in this research proposal the author has proposed a system model called, SBLsM: QoS oriented Scheduling Based Load Distribution Scheme for MapReduce applications which is in fact a load distribution based system model for MapReduce in Hadoop system functional on Microsoft Azure platform where the Hadoop would be installed in HD INSIGHT. Here in this proposed system, the Virtual Machines (VMs) would be generated using CENT OS running on VMs. In this research work, the consideration of HD Insight has been emphasized because it encompasses numerous grids and for accessing these grids in real time applications it is required to have Hadoop system that is ultimately a cluster of Virtual Machines in cloud environment. Thus, the research proposal would be emphasizing its root point on the optimization of MapReduce scheme while taking into account of efficient scheduling process to ensure optimum load distribution across the nodes in the cloud network.

IV. RELATED RESEARCH WORK

In order to define an issue and research scope in cloud network and specially Hadoop Model for Big Data applications, here we have conducted a review process where all the related and existing systems were discussed and analyzed for their strength and weaknesses. And thus considering those all factors, we have defined certain objectives in this research work and scope for further development.

In conventional approach, the MapReduce framework considers a tightly tied homogeneous cluster employed with an applications of data-intensive kinds. Few other work such as [19] illustrated that in case of computational heterogeneous environment, the systems developed in Hadoop for recognizing the straggler jobs gets break down and thus the developed LATE scheduling scheme facilitates better measure for performing identification, prioritizing and scheduling.

The reviews conducted are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Approach used</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radn</td>
<td>Leverage data</td>
<td>Optimum selection of transfer protocol and then exposing data layout across the virtual machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiao Yu et al [6]</td>
<td>Bi-Hadoop scheme to Optimum extension of Hadoop</td>
<td>Introducing minimization of overload caused due to data transfer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaoet al [7]</td>
<td>Performance of generic Hadoop RPC architecture</td>
<td>Employs message size locality for avoiding manifold memory allocations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasooli, A. et al [9]</td>
<td>Hadoop schedulers schemes and Fair sharing approaches</td>
<td>Hybrid solution that chooses proper scheduling schemes for heterogeneous kind of Hadoop systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mingli Wu et al [12]</td>
<td>Resource monitoring in Hadoop using Ganglia and Nagios</td>
<td>Developed a resource monitoring approach of Hadoop, that can easily facilitate real-time monitoring system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kewenet al [13]</td>
<td>Guided configuration optimizer scheme</td>
<td>This system employs the experience factors of Hadoop with MapReduce scheme for process optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kejiangye et al [14]</td>
<td>a virtual cluster platform called vHadoop</td>
<td>This enhanced system was based on the large-scale MapReduce-oriented parallel data processing technique.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadasivam, G.S. et al [15]</td>
<td>HPoS-GA parallel programming scheme</td>
<td>This approach facilitating higher load balancing facility and thus optimum resource utilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinshuang Yan et al [16]</td>
<td>System for enhancing the execution time period of MapReduce process</td>
<td>The authors developed 3 models. 1. Minimize the time factor in process initialization that was exhibited by enhancing its setup and cleanup tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Replacement model for instantaneous communication at the place of heartbeat-based communication scheme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. RELATED WORK ON OPTIMIZATION IN BIG DATA
scenario in communication. The predictive load balancing approach was employed to eliminate such problems. In certain specific consideration of our proposed work, here we do not emphasize on solving the problem of reliability, but here we are much concerned with the issue of overall cloud performance while taking into account of resource allocations, capacity optimization, latency optimization, etc. in some other work [21] a MapReduce framework was proposed in a global wide-area volunteer surroundings. Then while this approach was used with the BOINC framework where all the comprising data were held by the unitary central scheduler. In this research proposal, we are not considering such restrictions. Luo et al. [22] in their work developed a multi-cluster MapReduce scheme while emphasizing on compute intensive tasks which could as for resources in multiple clusters for higher computational power. A scheme called pipelining MapReduce was proposed in [23] with introducing certain modification in Hadoop workflow so as to get optimized responsiveness and overall performance. Their proposed system enables the shuffling of intermediary data devoid of storing it to the disk. On contrary in this research proposal the scheme being proposed might be employed for deciding in which data link there should be flow and their approach might be employed for optimizing the data transfer. In [24] a system called purileus system was proposed that considers MapReduce framework in a single cloud. Even this system was unique in that case that this approach emphasizes on locality in the shuffling phase and further focuses on the pairing between the localization of tasks with VMs and the data or resource. Then while, this system couldn’t facilitate an end-to-end system optimization for data flow in MapReduce framework.

This is matter of fact that the previous researches have made better effort to optimize the overall performance of Hadoop cloud model, but in fact most of these approaches have been emphasized with the goal of MapReduce optimization with certain definite performance factors and an overall optimization based system could not be explored. Numerous researches have implemented their system on generic and low level cloud platform that cannot justify the robustness of their developed system with real time Big Data processing scenario. Even very few systems have been proposed for scheduling process of MapReduce. Therefore it is required to develop a highly robust kind of system model which can facilitate uniform load distribution and MapReduce process efficiently with optimized performance parameters. This research work has been emphasized on developing such system model to ensure QoS performance of Hadoop based Big Data applications.

V. PROPOSED WORK

Here in this paper, we propose SBLSM: QoS oriented Scheduling Based Load Distribution Scheme for MapReduce application for optimizing overall performance of Hadoop cloud model while taking into account of performance optimization for overall latency, capacity, memory optimization, and computational overheads. Here in this research proposal, we have proposed system implementation of optimized and scheduled MapReduce framework with Microsoft Azure cloud platform integrated with Hadoop model. Here, we propose the implementation of HD Insight technology for creating Virtual Machines (VMs) using CENT OS, running on individual machines. With the consideration of HD Insight technique here we propose the cloud system simulation with numerous grids in cloud network and for accessing each grid we integrate Hadoop model which itself is the clusters of VMs. In this proposed research work we intend to consider Hadoop model with its components as the general Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) integrated with our optimized and scheduled MapReduce framework. Here in the proposed system model, we have emphasized our research towards Quality of Service (QoS) oriented Hadoop optimization for Big Data applications in real time scenario. Here, our proposed system aims to bring optimum enhancements in the performance parameters of Hadoop based cloud computing environment with enriched latency, delay, overheads, bottlenecks and optimum resource optimization and thus coming up with the optimum QoS enriched cloud system.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper is a survey on the research in the area of optimizing big data processing with Hadoop. We have proposed a QoS performance oriented highly robust scheduling scheme for MapReduce framework of Hadoop cloud model. As per the research conducted and retrieved analysis data, our proposed system represents itself as the optimum approach for accomplishing best QoS for Big Data applications.
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